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EMBRACING
THE FUTURE

OF A
CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY
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OUR LOGO
 
Our logo should only be reproduced using 
the approved digital master files. Where 
possible this logo on a white background 
should be used. 

This is the group logo for 
John Lawrie.

ALTERNATIVE LOGO
 
Occasionally it is necessary to use an 
alternative version of the group logo when 
there is a size restriction. 

A stacked version of the group logo may be 
used where appropriate.

This is the stacked version for 
John Lawrie.

3.
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3.

LOGO USE

Clear Space

Whenever the logo appears it must have a 
minimum amount of clear space around it.

The exclusion zone is defined by using the 
chevron from the logo. Any area within this 
exclusion zone must not be infringed upon 
with any other graphic elements.

Please note, it may not be possible to 
apply the exclusion zone on certain 
communications such as exhibition stands, 
promotional merchandise and livery where 
space is limited. 

Minimum Size For Print

To avoid problems of reproduction, legibility 
and print registration, a minimum width is 
applied to the logo wherever possible: 

Group logo:  45mm wide
Alternative logo:  15mm wide

Exclusion zone perimeter - no surrounding 
graphics to infringe this area.

35mm 15mm
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3.

LOGO COLOURS

Wherever possible the full colour logo on a 
white background should be used. 

Full colour logo 
on white background

When the logo appears on a dark 
background, an alternative colour version 
should be used. 

Alternative colour logo 
on dark background

When restricted to a single colour, a mono 
version should be used. This must only be 
reproduced as a solid black or white.

Mono logo
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4.

DIVISIONS LOGOS

Each division of the John Lawrie Group has 
it’s own individual logo. These are used 
exclusively on colateral where the subject 
relates to only one division.

The logos follow the same structure as the 
parent group logo, the ‘Group’ text has been 
omitted, orange bar shortened accordingly 
and all divisional names replaced with just  
their own specific one.

Landscape versions are preferred, however 
stacked versions of each have also been 
produced to be used when there are size 
restrictions.

Landscape Versions Stacked Versions
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DIVISIONS LOGO USE
The same rules apply to the divisions logos 
as the Group.

Clear Space

Whenever the logo appears it must have a 
minimum amount of clear space around it.

The exclusion zone is defined by using the 
chevron from the logo. Any area within this 
exclusion zone must not be infringed upon 
with any other graphic elements.

Please note, it may not be possible to 
apply the exclusion zone on certain 
communications such as exhibition stands, 
promotional merchandise and livery where 
space is limited. 

Minimum Size For Print

To avoid problems of reproduction, legibility 
and print registration, a minimum width is 
applied to the logo wherever possible: 

Landscape logos: 30mm wide
Stacked logos:  15mm wide

Exclusion zone perimeter - no surrounding 
graphics to infringe this area.

30mm 15mm

4.
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DIVISIONS LOGO 
COLOURS
Wherever possible the full colour logo on a 
white background should be used. 

Full colour logo 
on white background

When the logo appears on a dark 
background, an alternative colour version 
should be used. 

Alternative colour logo 
on dark background

When restricted to a single colour, a mono 
version should be used. This must only be 
reproduced as a solid black or white.

Mono logo

4.
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COLOUR
The corporate colours are the base for all 
visual communication and should be used 
strictly to reinforce the brand identity. 

The palette consists of the 3 logo colours 
with the addition of Circular Economy Green.

Only use the solid colours - no tints.

PMS Spot Colour Printing 
Each colour has a number which 
corresponds to a specific colour in the 
PANTONE Matching System. Used for up to 
3 colour litho printing including images that 
are Grayscale.

CMYK Colour Printing
Full colour printing process breakdowns for 
digital printing.

RGB Screen Only 
RGB and HEX Code values when using any 
of these colours on screen, in presentations 
or through interactive media (web, email 
footers etc).

5.

John Lawrie 

Blue

John Lawrie 

Orange

Circular Economy 

Green

Black

PMS Spot Colour 
printing

Pantone 287c
Pantone 287u*
*for printing on 

uncoated stock only

PMS Spot Colour 
printing

Pantone 1665c
Pantone 2347u*
*for printing on 

uncoated stock only

PMS Spot Colour 
printing

Pantone 369c
Pantone 368u*
*for printing on 

uncoated stock only

PMS Spot Colour 
printing

Process Black c
Process Black u*

*for printing on 
uncoated stock only

CMYK Colour 
printing

 C : 100
 M : 75
 Y : 2
 K : 18

CMYK Colour 
printing

 C : 0
 M : 79
 Y : 100
 K : 0

CMYK Colour 
printing

 C : 68
 M : 0
 Y : 100
 K : 0

CMYK Colour 
printing

 C : 0
 M : 0
 Y : 0
 K : 100

RGB
Screen Only

 R : 0
 G : 48
 B : 135
 Hex : #003087 

RGB
Screen Only

 R : 220
 G : 68
 B : 5
 Hex : #DC4405 

RGB
Screen Only

 R : 100
 G : 167
 B : 11
 Hex : #64A70B 

RGB
Screen Only

 R : 0
 G : 0
 B : 0
 Hex : #000000
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TYPE

When used thoughtfully, typography 
becomes a powerful brand tool that can add 
visual meaning to what its communicated. 
Our typography communicates clearly and 
cleanly, and is flexible in a wide range of 
situations.

The John Lawrie Group brand has one 
primary typeface which should always be 
used for all external marketing materials 
such as brochures, stationery, signage, 
promotional items.

Headings: DIN Bold

Body Text: DIN Regular
  DIN Light

For all internal literature, a standard 
Microsoft typeface has been identified for 
using in Word, Powerpoint, Excel, Email 
Signatures.

Headings: Bahnschrift Bold

Body Text: Bahnschrift Regular
  Bahnschrift Light

DIN Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789 £&@?!(.,;;)

DIN Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789 £&@?!(.,;;)

DIN Light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789 £&@?!(.,;;)

6.

Bahnschrift Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789 £&@?!(.,;;)

Bahnschrift Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789 £&@?!(.,;;)

Bahnschrift Light
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789 £&@?!(.,;;)
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7.

johnlawrie.com

NAME SURNAME
Title

T: +44 (0)1234 567890
D: +44 (0)1234 567890
M: +44 (0)7123 456789
name.surname@johnlawrie.com

Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City/Town POSTCODE

Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City/Town
POSTCODE

johnlawrie.com

NAME SURNAME
Title

T: +44 (0)1234 567890
D: +44 (0)1234 567890
M: +44 (0)7123 456789
name.surname@johnlawrie.com

UK ABERDEEN | DUNDEE | INVERGORDON | LERWICK | MONTROSE | USA HOUSTON

johnlawrie.cominfo@johnlawrie.com

THE STEEL TUBULARS, METAL RECYCLING & DECOMMISSIONING EXPERTS

PRINT
Examples of printed collateral shown with 
specifications below.

Business Card:
85x55mm |  CMYK Print  |  450gsm Silk
Soft Touch Laminate on both sides.

Group A4 Folder:
Folded size 215x302mm |  CMYK Print
400gsm Uncoated

Group Card Divisions Card Common Reverse

CIRCULAR ECONOMY EXPERTS, 
 STEEL TUBULARS, METAL RECYCLING

AND DECOMMISSIONING

info@johnlawrie.com

Greenbank Road, East Tullos,
Aberdeen AB12 3BQ

T: +44 (0) 1224 879596
F: +44 (0) 1224 898053

The

Experts

UK ABERDEEN | DUNDEE | INVERGORDON | LERWICK | MONTROSE | USA HOUSTON

JOHN LAWRIE GROUP IS ONE OF THE 
FOREMOST STEEL TUBULARS, METAL 
RECYCLING AND DECOMMISSIONING 
COMPANIES IN THE UK.

A structured growth strategy and forward-thinking 
approach has led the group to diversify successfully 
throughout various industries, while at the same time 
retaining common links through product types and services.

Years of experience throughout such a wide range of 
industries both in the UK and internationally has enabled 
John Lawrie Group to achieve the highest business 
standards throughout customer service, health and safety, 
finance and people development.

The group’s current growth and investment strategy 
focuses on the environmental issues surrounding its core 
areas of business, whilst researching and developing new 
sustainable and innovative environmental services to  
satisfy customer and regulatory demands in the future.
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7.

PRINT
Examples of printed collateral shown with 
specifications below.

Datasheet:
A4 | CMYK Print | 190gsm Uncoated

Case Study:
A4 | CMYK Print on both sides | 190gsm Uncoated

Since the original John Lawrie scrap metal merchant 
operation was founded in Aberdeen in the 1930s, the 
business has sustained an enviable track record in 
delivering for its clients.

Today John Lawrie Group, consisting of John Lawrie 
Metals Ltd, John Lawrie Tubulars Ltd and John Lawrie 
Inc, is an international group of companies with a 
presence throughout the UK and in USA, and Europe. 
Over the past 30 years, the group’s progressive growth 
strategy has resulted in turnover increasing from 
£1million to around £100 million per annum.

One of the country’s leading privately-owned 
businesses, John Lawrie Group employs around 70 
staff throughout its world-wide locations and is proud 
to offer the highest standards in customer care, 
health and safety, reuse and recycling and sustainable 
environmental services.

The principal activities of the group are:
 > The processing, recycling and sale of scrap metals
 > The provision of new and reusable steel and tubulars
 > The provision of decommissioning services to the oil 
and gas, construction and utility industries. 

The hands-on approach of the senior management 
team, a dynamic business structure that allows the 
flexibility to respond quickly to customer requirements 
and new market opportunities, a workforce 
characterised by loyalty and expertise – all serve to 
sustain the quality of services and the continuing 
growth of the group.

The group is a firm advocate of the Circular Economy, 
which is evident in all the services it provides. This 
commitment to an environmentally sustainable future 
led to the company winning the Scottish Environment 
Business Circular Economy Award in recognition for 
its achievements.

DATASHEET COMPANY PROFILE

OFFERING A DIVERSE RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL SERVICES, JOHN LAWRIE 
GROUP HAS DEVELOPED AN ENVIABLE REPUTATION FOR QUALITY 
CUSTOMER CARE FOR OVER 80 YEARS

info@johnlawrie.com

The

Experts

UK ABERDEEN | DUNDEE | INVERGORDON | LERWICK | MONTROSE | USA HOUSTON

DECOMMISSIONING

Onshore 
decommissioning 
service

Size reduction service 
at quayside

Recycling subsea 
infrastructure

In-house HSEQ 
support service

Piece small to 
medium items

Excellent track 
record

Licensed waste 
treatment facilities 
throughout Scotland

Documented safety 
management system 
OHSAS 18001:2007

Access to quayside 
dismantling facilities

Reuse & recycling 
specialists

Skilled & mobile 
workforce

Accredited ISO 14001 
& 9001 management 
systems

OUR DECOMMISSIONING CAPABILITIES:

ABERDEEN | DUNDEE | HOUSTON | INVERGORDON | LERWICK | MONTROSE

info@johnlawrie.com

Provision of specialist trucks, lifting and cutting equipment and a fully mobile, well-trained workforce as well
as a highly innovative approach to project management and logistics means decisions are made quickly and
jobs expedited efficiently. Our in-house HSE function includes method statements/risk assessments,
training & competences.

We have a long established and experienced hands-on management team in place and a proven track record
in managing, handling and processing a large number of decommissioning projects.

The

Experts

DECOMMISSIONING 
CASE STUDY FLEXIBLE FLOWLINES

Project Summary

Many miles of flexible flowlines, risers and umbilicals 
play an important role in oil and gas production 
in the North Sea. During field decommissioning 
programmes these items need recovered and  
brought ashore.

Over the past decade, John Lawrie Group has brought 
ashore thousands of tonnes of flexible flowlines, 
risers and umbilicals at ports across Scotland. It 
has successfully developed processing methods that 
result in high recovery and recycling rates of the 
metallic and non-metallic content.

The predominately mechanical recycling process 
involves separating the various metallic and non-
metallic layers of the flowlines and umbilicals. Each 
layer is systematically removed and the component 
parts sorted for recycling.

Plastic materials are transferred to authorised 
recycling contractors for further processing before 
being made into new products. The separated metal 
content is processed at one of John Lawrie Group’s 
metal recycling facilities to ESSS standard, before 
being exported to European steel 
mills for recycling into new steel 
products, delivering significant 
environmental benefits.

Highlights
Client: Numerous North Sea Operators

Field: Various Fields in North Sea

Port: Nigg, Invergordon, Peterhead, 
Aberdeen, Dundee and Lerwick

Project: Processing and recycling  
flexible risers and flowlines

Recycling Rate: 100%

John Lawrie Group is the largest metal recycler 
and exporter of processed metal in North and 
North-East Scotland and an experienced member 
of the decommissioning supply chain. With current 
strategically located licensed facilities in Aberdeen, 
Shetland, Evanton and Montrose, and the addition of 
our new quayside facility in Dundee opening in 2020 
bringing our combined annual licensed tonnage 
to 360,000 tonnes, John Lawrie Decom is your 
decommissioning partner of choice.

Datasheet Case Study
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8.

DESIGN
Creating an A4 layout
 
Set up a six column grid. Each column should be 
24mm wide, have a space of 5mm between them and 
be set 20mm from the edge of the page.

Columns should start 15mm from the top of the page 
and 15mm from the base of the page.

Body copy is DIN Regular at 10pt on 12 
and the kerning is set to -10. Adjustments to kerning 
can be made to balance uneven lines, the allowed 
levels of kerning are -20 to +20.

The six column structure allows for body text to be 
displayed as a single column spread across the width 
of the page, a double column or a triple column.

single 
column

double 
column

triple 
column
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9.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Advertising
 
Examples are shown for an A4 and 100x100mm 
advert.

Adverts should follow the six column structure with 
margins set at an appropriate width from the edges, 
taking in to consideration the logo clear space.

COMMITTED TO DRIVING
THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

THE STEEL TUBULARS, METAL RECYCLING AND DECOMMISSIONING EXPERTS

The

Experts

John Lawrie Group understands the value the circular 
economy model provides, taking redundant steel tubulars 
from the North Sea oil and gas industry and repurposing them 
into a high-quality replacement for traditional concrete piles 
for the construction industry. Reusing steel casing and drill 
pipe as piling demonstrates the innovative thinking required 
to fully realise the potential of the circular economy. 

MAXIMISING REUSE 
AND RECYCLING, 

MINIMISING DISPOSAL

The

Experts
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10.

TONE OF VOICE
How we communicate

The words we choose matter.
Our copy tone and style helps to define our 
personality. They tell people how we do business as 
well as what we do.

If, for example, our writing style is over complicated 
and unclear, it’s easy to imagine what our customers 
and potential customers are likely to think of the 
service we provide.

Despite the breadth of our work and the diversity of 
the materials produced, there are some simple rules 
that can be applied to create materials to tell the John 
Lawrie Group story more effectively.
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11.

EDITORIAL
Samples of our recent press releases.

We are proud to be a part of an industry that has evolved considerably over the last 90 years, 
delivering real economic growth to the UK and worldwide economies whilst making an 
undeniably positive impact on the environment. As technology has evolved our knowledge, 
expertise and work ethic continues to play a vital role in the success of metal recycling.

A lot has changed since then and we’re proud to have evolved the business over the last 
30 plus years to not just gathering ‘scrap’ but playing a vital role in the processing and 
recycling of metals and other waste materials. Our aim is zero to landfi ll and to support 
our clients in meeting their net zero and sustainability goals. We do this by ensuring 
that all waste that comes through our gates is sorted and processed effi ciently and 
appropriately, whatever kind of material it may be. 

We receive quite a mix of material into our yards across Scotland, not all of them metals. 
Wood, plastic, concrete and the like are all part of some of the larger items we receive, 
and we always look to ensure these items are sent for recycling through our selective 
chain of key service providers. For example, all our plastic and wood are processed and 
sent to specialist re-processors for manufacturing into new usable products.

SUPPORTING NET ZERO – 
JOHN LAWRIE’S MISSION

The

Experts

info@johnlawrie.com

UK ABERDEEN | DUNDEE | INVERGORDON | LERWICK | MONTROSE | USA HOUSTON

‘Scrap yards’ is the term often used 
to refer to our metal processing 
facilities. Once upon a time, yes, 
that’s what John Lawrie did. Our 
business got its name from the 
original John Lawrie himself, who 
did indeed tour the Aberdeen area 
in the 1930s picking up people’s 
scrap and waste thrown out onto the 
streets. He gathered what he could 
and took them back to his yard for 
sorting and recycling.

Direct link to operators 

We work closely with many North Sea 
operators and their supply chain to handle 
and process metal waste from their day-to-
day operational activities and the onshore 
dismantling of offshore structures and 
subsea infrastructure. Decommissioning 
is a key service we provide and that is not 
limited to the oil and gas industry. We also 
provide a site-clearing service utilising our 
specialist team and equipment to downsize 
various items of redundant plant and 
equipment for safe removal and recycling. 

It’s not just industrial sized structures 
we work with, however. All our yards 
work to service the local communities 
within which we work servicing the needs 
of local businesses and residents. Our 
facilities accept all types of ferrous and 
non-ferrous metal including scrap metal 
from construction and demolition projects, 
redundant oilfi eld and subsea related 
items, the agricultural sector, end-of-life 
vehicles, household scrap from Recycling 
Centres and any general metal products no 
longer fi t for purpose.

Marine-related products such as new and 
used anchor chain, shackles and kenters, 
and used wire rope are also handled and, 
where possible, reused. 

Preserving our environment 

Using secondary raw materials in this way 
means the natural environment is being 
preserved as less ore is mined to create 
new steel products. We estimate that there 
is an approximate saving of around 30% of 
raw materials over recycling. 

We have shipped more than 2 million 
tonnes of processed metal to European 
steel mills in the last 20 years, and 
considering we can save up to 0.96 tonnes 
CO2 for every tonne of metal recycled, this 
adds up to considerable environmental 
savings. 

We’re delighted to be able to pass these 
energy saving credentials on to our clients 
as these statistics can be included in their 
sustainability reports. 

We are proud to be the largest metal 
recycler in the northeast of Scotland 
handling over 200,000 tonnes of metal 
every year across our fi ve locations in 
Aberdeen, Montrose, Evanton and Lerwick, 
with Dundee due to open later in 2020. All 
our facilities are licensed, regulated and 
inspected by the Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency (SEPA) and consistently 
receive excellent status compliance 
assessment reports.

Direct links to steel mills 

By processing and recycling the metal we 
receive, we are reducing the amount of 
waste being sent to landfi ll, thereby helping 
to create a circular economy by keeping 
waste materials in use for longer. After the 
material has been sorted and the metal 
has been processed, it is shipped from our 
local ports – all our yards are strategically 
located close to port facilities - direct to 
steel mills in Europe for smelting ready to 
be made into new products. 

JOHN LAWRIE, CIRCA 1934

ABERDEEN METAL PROCESSING YARD

our aim is

zero 
to landfill

we handle over

200,000t
of metal every year

DOWNSIZING SUBSEA STRUCTURES (credit Maersk Decom)

LOADING PROCESSED SCRAP TO STEEL MILLS

LOADING VESSELS

The

Experts

Having identified three decades ago 
that redundant steel tubulars from 
the offshore oil and gas industry could 
be used as a high-quality steel piling 
solution for the construction industry 
when concrete isn’t suitable, John 
Lawrie Tubulars has progressively 
developed this area of its business. 
Today, at our facilities across the UK 
and the United States, our Tubulars 
division holds a stock of around 
100,000 tonnes of steel tubulars 
that are suitable for reuse in piling 
and micro-piling projects in the 
construction and civil engineering 
sectors globally.

With over 2 million tonnes of steel 
piling already supplied to the 
construction industry for housing, 
railways, highways and commercial 
projects, we have saved an equal 
volume of CO2 emissions and helped 
establish a more robust economy. 

Additionally, due to high industry 
specification requirements, oil and gas 
steel tubulars are of a superior quality 
to new steel piling and are far better 
for the environment. 

The concept of the circular economy 
- a process whereby resources, which 
are otherwise deemed to be waste, 
are kept in use for as long as possible 
by either repurposing them into new 
products to be utilised in a new way, 
or by recycling - may be new to some. 
A notable shift in focus is taking place 
around the world to minimise waste, 
pollution and the consumption of finite 
resources, improve sustainability, 
reduce environmental impacts and cut 
carbon emissions, and this has led to 
the concept of the circular economy 
growing in prominence. 

Delivering significant environmental 
and monetary benefits to our 
customers is core to our existence and 
that’s why, as many industries strive 
for carbon reductions to meet net 
zero goals, we recommend a circular 
economy approach is adopted. 

We understand the value the circular 
economy model provides not only to 
our customers but the communities 
and environments within which we 
work, particularly when faced with 
tightening environmental legislation, 
establishing net zero strategies and 
reducing carbon footprint. 

Director, Iain Laing explains how 
we are working to reuse and recycle 
materials. He says: “For a number of 
years now we’ve been taking tubulars 
from one industry, oil and gas, and 
putting them to good use in another, 
the construction industry, which are 
two majorly  important  sectors  that fit 
into the government’s reuse strategy.

“The energy required to recycle steel 
is quite high, so by doing what we 
do we’re eliminating that from the 
process. For every tonne of steel that 
is reused there is an environmental 
saving of up to 0.96 tonnes of CO2.”

Repurposing steel casing pipe as steel 
piling demonstrates the innovative 
thinking required to fully realise the 
potential of the circular economy, 
which is not just good for our business 
- knowing that the repurpose of these 
products is making a difference to the 
environment is of great benefit to all 
parties.

STEEL DRIVEN PILING IN SUPPORT 
OF NET ZERO TARGETS

The

Experts

UK MONTROSE | SCUNTHORPE | USA HOUSTON 

tubulars@johnlawrie.com

IAIN LAING, DIRECTOR
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12.

DIGITAL
Our website is our shop window. Everyone who acts 
on behalf of the group must ensure they have a 
substantial awareness of the key pages and up to date 
with news articles. 
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13.

SOCIAL
It is important that our social media channels are 
consistent and up to date.
 
All posts will be written in the group 1st person. 
Pronouns such as We, Our and Us should be used 
when referring to activities of the Group or Divisions.
Such as: “We performed well.” “It was important to us 
as a Group.”
 
Images should always be high quality and should 
be formatted to the correct size dimensions for the 
channel. Lower resolution images may be used 
in gallery posts about specific jobs as long as the 
subject is clearly identifiable.
 
When responding to comments we should respond 
as John Lawrie Group. While responses to private 
messages should include the name of the social 
media manager who is replying. 
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14.

PROMOTIONAL 
MERCHANDISE
Examples of the John Lawrie Group brand on various 
merchandise.


